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Dear Director:
This covering statement is submitted on behalf of Chevron Phillips
Chemical Company LP ("CPChem US") in support of its submission responding to
the Exporter Questionnaire ("Questionnaire") issued by the Australian
Antidumping Commission ("Commission"). As set forth below, CPChem US
answered each question and produced documents and data responsive to the
Questionnaire to the extent they were in its possession, custody or control, or
could reasonably be determined from information maintained in the ordinary
course of its business. CPChem US also provided information and data in pre
submission communications with the Commission, facilitated disclosures by its
affiliates, and scheduled a September 2019 site and verification visit for the
Commission. CPChem US is willing to meet and confer with the Commission on
any additional data requests and reserves all rights with respect to the
Questionnaire including, without limitation, the right to supplement and modify its
responses, to request additional modifications, and all rights to appeal.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
This response should not be construed as an admission concerning the
reasonableness of the Questionnaire, or any part thereof. Rather, CPChem US
specifically reserves and maintains its prior objections to the Questionnaire, or
parts thereof, to the extent that the requests were unreasonably overbroad,
unduly burdensome, vague, or ultra vires. Among other things, CPChem US
specifically objects to the MCC structure and to any characterization of its HOPE
products as "like goods" with the products produced by the Applicant Qenos Pty.
("Qenos"). CPChem US also objects to the Questionnaire to the extent that it
seeks the disclosure of competitively sensitive information without regard to the
irreparable harm that CPChem US and its customers would suffer if that
identifying information were inadvertently disclosed.
I.

RESPONSE OVERVIEW

As set forth in greater detail in Section VII, de minimis quantities of only
two grades of high density polyethylene ("HOPE") produced by CPChem US were
imported to Australia during the Relevant Period. Those products and the more
than [REDACTED] other HOPE products produced by CPChem US appear to
have different properties, applications, additive packages, and regulatory
approvals than the HOPE products produced by Qenos. Further, while CPChem
US has endeavored to provide data in the form requested by the Commission,
several requests sought data that CPChem US does not record or maintain. In
these instances, as an

